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  Charla Shambley:Welcome to the IAG-CCT Kickoff Call 
  Charla Shambley 2:Please mute your phone by pressing *6 if you are not speaking 
  Charla Shambley 2:To unmute, press *7 
  Evan Leibovitch:Howdy  
  Nathalie Coupet:Hello 
  Reg - M+M:Will there be audio through Adobe Connect or must I also dial in? 
  Charla Shambley 2:You should have audio through Adobe 
  Reg - M+M:great, thanks! 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:hi all 
  Christopher Wilkinson (CW):Good evening CW 
  Nathalie Coupet:Hello 
  Margie Milam:Hello 
  Ron A:Greetings to all 
  Umit Turk:Hello everyone 
  Rudi Vansnick:good evening  
  Brian Beckham:I'm dialing in 
  Brian Beckham:There is no way to connect via Adobe? 
  Reg - M+M:there is no way to connect via Adobe for some reason 
  Ron A:Hard to hear you CLO- Can you check your mic? 
  Christa Taylor:can you hear me? 
  Jonathan Zuck:No Christa, we cannot 
  Ron A:@ Christa unfortunately not 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:I was using my phone thoughmI would have preferred the AC room audioin not 
setmup apparently 
  Is:Greetings to you all 
  Brian Beckham:I am on the phone now 
  Evan Leibovitch:A bit confusing that the list on the slide is alpha by last name, the AC list alpha by first 
name  
  Christopher Wilkinson (CW):Several of us cannot be heard.  
  Margie Milam:are you only on the phone bridge or just on the adobe connect 
  Nathalie Coupet:I'm on just Adobe Connect 
  Christopher Wilkinson (CW):Only on the adobe bridge 
  Margie Milam:that might be the problem 
  Charla Shambley 2:If you are having problems with the audio through Adobe Connect, please dial in to 
the Adigo bridge.  Instructions were included in the calendar invite. 
  Charla Shambley 2:Or if you need a dial-out, please send me your phone number and I will have the 
operator dial you directly. 
  Christopher Wilkinson (CW):you could dial out to +3284345332 
  Evan Leibovitch:Very little participation here beyond US and Europe. Notably NOBODY on this call from 
BIC, mideast, Africa...  
  Charla Shambley 2:@Christopher - the operator is dialing you now. 
  Evan Leibovitch:BRIC  



  Rudi Vansnick:yes indeed Evan, we lack participants from those regions 
  Ron A:@Evan: good point.  BA would be a good place for outreach to correct this. 
  Rudi Vansnick:we will need to call back on our well known colleagues in these regions 
  Christopher Wilkinson (CW):thankyou. iam on the phone bridge now 
  Evan Leibovitch:The bulk of gTLD applicants are US and Europe. Most end users are far more diverse.  
  Charla Shambley 2:We are enabling microphone rights through the Adobe room.  Please mute your 
computer speakers unless you are speaking.  Thank you. 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:ahh better now thanks... 
  Steve DelBianco:unable to understand the speaker 
  Carlton:Hi Everyone 
  Rudi Vansnick:great we have at least 2 participants from Africa now  
  Charla Shambley 2:Please mute your phone lines if you are not speaking by pressing *6 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:Carlton... 
  Evan Leibovitch:Good to see people on the call from Africa and Turkey. Still no BRIC, that is a problem.  
  Is:I'm Ishiaku Adamu Bala from Nigeria.Good to meet you all. 
  Christopher Wilkinson (CW):The wiki link is still delivering 'lpage not found' 
  Rudi Vansnick:https://community.icann.org/display/IAG/IAG-CCT 
  Phil Buckingham:Q   Do you have my SOI  from my participation in the GNSO VI WG  or do I need to 
write a new SOI  
  Rudi Vansnick:agree with Christopher 
  Phil Buckingham:thanks  
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:Phil  just check:if you need to do any updates to your old SOI 
  Michael R. Nelson:Is it possible that other people will be added to this group between now and B.A.? 
For instance, are there any ex officio members from other ICANN committees? 
  Nathalie Coupet:I'm from Haiti 
  Anjali Hansen:Sorry if this has already been addressed, but will there be a remote access for 
participants who are not going to be In Buenos Aires? 
  Rudi Vansnick:Anjali : yes there will be remote  
  cw:Agree with Evan 
  Anjali Hansen:Thanks 
  Nathalie Coupet:I agree with Evan 
  Phil Buckingham:Cheryl , will do . See you in BA . We need schedule call at vary times -so you are not 
constantly participating at 03.00 in the morning. Agreed ? 
  Ron A:+1Margie.  That 
  Ron A:is a good way to go 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:LOL  sure happy to have a few at 19 _ 2100 hrs  UTC 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:may need to do both  Jonathen 
  Evan Leibovitch:+1 JZ  
  Ray Fassett:yes, I think that helps Margie in preparation for BA 
  Nathalie Coupet:I have no ecenomic interest. 
  Nathalie Coupet:economic interest 
  Carlton Samuels:Correction: I DO NOT have an economic interest! 
  Rudi Vansnick:some have very very very small economic interests,  i'm here essentially as a user and 
defender of the not-for-profit 
  Ron A:@ Michael: please don't paint with too broad a brush.  Some of us have no dog in this race. 
  Nathalie Coupet:Olga Cavalli is a GAC rep 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:other than being end users or registrants  
  Ron A:Right CLO! 



  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:but that said big end of town should be here too 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:your not alone  but answers will take longer than post BA 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:june 2014 
  Jonathan Zuck:Thank you! 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:see some of you in BA 
  Carlton Samuels:Thank you everybody 
  Ron A:Thanks all! 
  Carlton Samuels:Bye all 
  Rudi Vansnick:thank you  
  cw:Many thanks to staff and partiacipants. CW 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:bye 
  Nathalie Coupet:Thank you all 
  Charla Shambley 2:Thank you for participating.  The recording and transcript of this call will be posted 
on the wiki as they become available. 
  Michael R. Nelson:I will NOT be able to participate in B.A.  But several member of my team will be. 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:call for who is travelling on the list 
  Phil Buckingham:CW  +1 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:and give the UTC time for the meetings as well 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr:be good to meet you in BA David 
  Umit Turk:Unfortunately I wont be in BA 
  Rudi Vansnick:see you in BA (i'm already arriving on 14th 
 


